U.S.S. Artemis -- Stardate 9901.29

Host Cheryl says:
The USS Artemis is investigating the Lyraka system to determine its suitability for the establishment of mining colonies.  While investigating Lyraka IV, the AT discovered an artificially made corridor inside a mountain, and has followed it to a chamber, containing highly advanced technology

Host Cheryl says:
While in the chamber, they activated a holographic image and then beat a hasty retreat out of the chamber; only the XO and Peon remained in the chamber.  Meanwhile, other members of the AT are performing routine surveys on the planet's surface.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Artemis Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host XoBryant says:
@:::::Glares at the hologram, as if expecting an attack::::

SO-MacMer says:
::At bridge Science station 1, monitoring progress of probe enroute Lyraka 5::

CNS_Sodak says:
@::on planet looking around::

EO_Peon says:
::Stares at the hologram::

CEO_Ross says:
::On the bridge, at the Center Chair reading the status report on the chairs PADD::

Civ_Kayan says:
@::sees something in a bit further down and heading toward it::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::sets up a multichannel transporter lock between the shuttle and the Artemis::

CTOFenrir says:
@::Outside room as ordered in cavern::

CSO_Joe says:
@::wonders what the XO and EO are doing in the chamber::

EO_Peon says:
@::Wonders what might happen next::

CNS_Sodak says:
@::Wonders if there are any lifeforms besides AT on planet::

Host XoBryant says:
@EO: Could you please give me some clue as to what that is and where it came from?

SO-MacMer says:
::Noting probe is entering Lyraka 5's atmosphere and is starting its recon spiral landing pattern::

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  Any telemetry from the probe you launched towards Lyraka V?

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::notices a minor change in energy readings, starts analyzing::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The hologram stands motionless in the center of the chamber; it represents a humanoid figure, gender not obvious.

CSO_Joe says:
$AT: What do you think's going on in there

Host XoBryant says:
@EO: and please don't you dare say "A HOLOGRAM"

CNS_Sodak says:
$::Wonders if a life form might be blocking itself from my telepathic contact::

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Sir, the probe is just now entering the atmosphere. If its going to give us anything, it'll be a couple more minutes.

CTOFenrir says:
@CSO: Who knows, if we here screaming we move in, heh heh

CEO_Ross says:
SO: Very well!

CSO_Joe says:
@::Laughs::

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: Lt. Vyralle, status report, your status of transporter lock?

Civ_Kayan says:
&::comes to something lying half burried::

Host XoBryant says:
@::::Taps his comm badge:::*AT*  I think the rest of you can join us again!

SO-MacMer says:
::Noting probe readings as it sets down on Lyraka 5:: CEO: Sir, the probe is reporting back some signs of a civilization. Isolated dwellings and such.

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM CEO*: Still active, with multichannel lock.

CSO_Joe says:
@AT: Let's go

TO_Wilks says:
*TR1*: Beam me up

TO_Wilks says:
<@>

CTOFenrir says:
@::Walks into the chamber::

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  What stage of industrialization are they?

CNS_Sodak says:
@::joins XO and EO::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Commader?

TO_Wilks says:
@:: de materializes::

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: FCO Very well keep us advised,

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The hologram still stands motionless

EO_Peon says:
@XO:it is a ______ Its cause to appear was me transporting here, sir

Civ_Kayan says:
&::bends down and picks up something unknown and examines it::

Host XoBryant says:
@AT: Ok lets find out what this thing is here for.

TO_Wilks says:
:: materializes in TR1::

CTOFenrir says:
@::Watching the hologram:: XO: Maybe it wants you to say "hello"?

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: What is that?

Host XoBryant says:
@CNS: do you sense any sentient life at all?

TO_Wilks says:
:: exits transporter room, heads for TL, and calls it::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::steps out of the shuttle again to check on Kayan::

CNS_Sodak says:
@XO: perhaps it'll tell us where the people are

Civ_Kayan says:
&::sees a channel with other artifacts and follows it down::

TO_Wilks says:
TL: Deck 1, Bridge

EO_Peon says:
@CSO: A holographic image

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Sir, it appears the settlements are scattered and there is only primitive  communication signals present. Nothing on the order of what’s on Lyraka 4.

CNS_Sodak says:
@XO: No, but I get the feeling I'm deliberately being blocked

Host XoBryant says:
@SO: Are you reading anything on your tricorder?

TO_Wilks says:
:: exits TL and walks to tac::

CEO_Ross says:
Welcome aboard Mr. Wilks!

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: I'm being jammed too

Civ_Kayan says:
&::finds what appears to be an old brick and a rusty piece of metal::

EO_Peon says:
@XO:I could try interfacing the Holograms source with my tricorder to see if I can get any information from the hologram, sir??

CTOFenrir says:
@HOLOGRAM: Hello....

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The hologram remains motionless.

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::returns to the console and resumes studying scans::

Host XoBryant says:
@EO: ok mr Peon, give it a shot.

CTOFenrir says:
@::Waves hand in front of holograms face::

CNS_Sodak says:
@::gets annoyed::

EO_Peon says:
::Starts to interface with the source of the hologram::

Civ_Kayan says:
&::finds an old key and some shards::

EO_Peon says:
::Thinks that this is incredible technology::

Civ_Kayan says:
&::looks at them oddly..  Something does not fit::

EO_Peon says:
@::there we go::

SO-MacMer says:
::Comparing sensor readings from probe on Lyraka 5 with ships' scans::

EO_Peon says:
@::wonders if it will work now::

CEO_Ross says:
::Walks over to SO's console to see the readouts::

Civ_Kayan says:
&::gathers a few of the artifacts and heads back to the shuttle, contemplating them::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Sir, permission to take some of this technology back to the science lab for testing

Host XoBryant says:
CSO: Granted

CNS_Sodak says:
@::Hears odd sound::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Thank you sir

TO_Wilks says:
:: stands at tactical::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM CEO*: I have the shuttle's sensors working on these unusual readings. Shall we tie them in with the Artemis' computers?

Host XoBryant says:
@EO: Any luck?

SO-MacMer says:
::Pulling up data files on beings who have been known to use the language group the UT decoded from the signal on Lyraka 4::

CSO_Joe says:
@::picks up some interesting looking devices::

Host Cheryl says:
Action:  The hologram suddenly turns, and begins speaking, unintelligibly, gesturing slightly with its hands for emphasis

EO_Peon says:
@XO: Still trying ,sir.

CSO_Joe says:
@::heads out of the mountain::

EO_Peon says:
@::Jumps back::

CTOFenrir says:
@::Watching hologram::

Civ_Kayan says:
&::climbs into the shuttle and heads over to Vraylle::

CSO_Joe says:
@*SO*: Lt. Macmer?

CNS_Sodak says:
@:: Looks at hologram::

CEO_Ross says:
*COM* FCO:  Uplink the readings to SO's console

Host XoBryant says:
@:::Draws his phaser and almost shoots::::::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::executes the uplink::

SO-MacMer says:
*CSO: Go ahead Sir.

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM CEO*: Done.

Host Cheryl says:
Action:  The hologram repeats the same words/gestures over and over, like a loop

CTOFenrir says:
@::Gets out the universal translator and flips the on button::

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  I have a sort of mystery you might say here.

Host XoBryant says:
CSO&CNS:  You wouldn't happen to know just what it is that he's saying, would you?

CSO_Joe says:
@*SO*: Go to the science lab, I'm bringing some interesting devices for examinations

CNS_Sodak says:
@XO: Perhaps it's welcoming us or warning us

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: No

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::raises an eyebrow:: CIV: Explain.

CEO_Ross says:
*COM* XO:  Cmdr Bryant, request you relieve Mr. Regnum from the AT, we need his services on the bridge it you can spare him

SO-MacMer says:
*CSO*: At this time we have a probe on Lyraka 5, and there appears to be a primitive technological civilization present.

Host XoBryant says:
CNS:don't you think that we might want to get a little more exact than that?

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  Well, there are signs about the mountain that are artificial, however, these artifacts are rather primitive in comparison::

Host XoBryant says:
@*CEO* Permission Granted.

OPSRegnum says:
@::Continues to take readings::

CEO_Ross says:
Acknowledged

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Nothing about the hologram seems to present an immediate threat to the AT

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Sir?

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: Ops:   Standby for transport

OPSRegnum says:
@*Transporter Chief* Regnum to Artemis, 1 to beam up

CTOFenrir says:
@::Recording with universal translator, it starts to attempt translation::

EO_Peon says:
@XO::I could try gathering the information of the hologram in my tricorder and then feed it back all of the information, Sir??

Civ_Kayan says:
&::shows FCO the artifacts::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::takes the items::

CNS_Sodak says:
XO: Yes sir, but I can only guess until further analysis.....It doesn't SEEM threatening

TO_Wilks says:
:: beams OPS directly to bridge::

Host XoBryant says:
@EO: Sounds like a plan, we aren't gonna get anything out of this till we understand what its saying.

FCO_Vrayl says:
&CIV: Fascinating.

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  there seems to be an inconsistency here.

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Sir?

CNS_Sodak says:
<@>

OPSRegnum says:
::heads to the CEO:: CEO: Lieutenant Regnum reporting in sir.

Host XoBryant says:
@CSO: yes McMer?

OPSRegnum says:
::walks to OPS and logs in::

CEO_Ross says:
OPS: Glad to see you back Lt. Regnum ;; smiles:: take your station we are receiving telemetry from the probe over Lyraka V

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: First it's Teasley, sir

TO_Wilks says:
OPS: sorry to cut your shore leave short.  :::smiles::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM CEO*: Sir, our resident geologist has discovered artifacts from a primitive, post-industrial civilization.

OPSRegnum says:
::takes a look at the telemetry data from the probe::

EO_Peon says:
@XO:we could save the info and take it back to the ship, there we could use the universal translator,Sir?

Civ_Kayan says:
&::looks around the shuttle, checking it out::

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: FCO:  Post?  Is there any evidence of a disaster or holocaust?

Host XoBryant says:
@:::tries not to blush::::  SO: Sorry about that, Mr. Teasley.

CNS_Sodak says:
XO: I concur with Mr. Peon

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Lt. MacMer contacted me and said that he found technological civilizations on the 5th plantet

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM CEO*: Nothing specific...::looks at Kayan questioningly::...but there was definitely a civilization here at one point.

OPSRegnum says:
CEO: Sir, I have a suggestion that may make things easier for us to understand the stuff on the planet without disturbing anything, we could beam down a HoloImager.

Host XoBryant says:
@EO:  Why don't you just run it through the tricorder and patch it in from here?

Civ_Kayan says:
&::shrugs her shoulders::

EO_Peon says:
@XO:Aye,sir

FCO_Vrayl says:
&CIV: How old would you estimate these items to be?

Host XoBryant says:
@FCO: How technological?

CNS_Sodak says:
<@>

CEO_Ross says:
OPS:  Excellent suggestion Lt., work with the AT through FCO in coordinating the effort

OPSRegnum says:
*XO* Sir, I may be able to help you decipher the artifacts down there without disturbing them.

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: I don't know but maybe it will tell us more about this stuff

EO_Peon says:
@:Starts to gather the information from the hologram::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM XO*: Slightly post-industrial.

OPSRegnum says:
*XO* I got a lock on you and I'm going to beam down a HoloImaging Camera.

Host XoBryant says:
@*OPS* go ahead Mr. Regnum

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  I am not an archaeologist, but at a guess, from the patina, perhaps 4 centuries.

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*COM CEO XO*: Kayan estimates the artifact age at four centuries.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The hologram words become deciphered by the UT.

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: FCO: What is the surrounding geology's age?

SO-MacMer says:
::Recording Lyraka 5 communication signals for analysis and decoding::

CNS_Sodak says:
@::wonders about Hologram::

Host XoBryant says:
@*FCO*  hold on just a minute.

Host Cheryl says:
<Hologram>  You have returned.  The planet has been purged and is ready for your return.  I await to serve you.

CSO_Joe says:
@::looks at the hologram::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::looks at Kayan::

CEO_Ross says:
*COM* XO: Sir, we are beginning to receive telemetry from the probe launched to Lyraka V....standby..........

CNS_Sodak says:
@XO:Purged?

Host XoBryant says:
@Hologram: to serve us how?

Civ_Kayan says:
&::looks back at FCO wondering what she has missed::

OPSRegnum says:
::transports down right next to the XO a Holo Imaging Camera:: *XO* Here you go sir, it's programmed to interface with the Artemis Computer so we can get an idea what you are seeing

Host Cheryl says:
<Hologram>  ::repeats the above message, over and over again::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&CIV: What is the age of the geology here?

SO-MacMer says:
::Patching ship's Universal Translator to communication signals from Lyraka 5::

Host XoBryant says:
CSO&EO:  Ok you two, take this place apart and tell me what its supposed to do.  Keep the security team with you and keep me informed of what you find.

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  this area in particular?  About 15K

CTOFenrir says:
@XO: Well if it wants to serve us, give it an order.  Tell it to tell us about himself or something....do a little jig, do a hand stand....

EO_Peon says:
@XO:Aye sir

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Aye sir

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::looks alarmed:: CIV: The planet itself is only 15000 years old?

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Mr. Peon, shall we

SO-MacMer says:
::Noting the intitial comparison between signals from Lyraka 4 and 5:: CEO: Sir, Lyraka 5 uses a different language than what we decoded from Lyraka 4!

Host XoBryant says:
CTO:&CNS: You two come with me and lets go see if we can't shed some light on these ruins

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  No, of course not.  This area was once under water.  It has been exposed for that length of time.

CTOFenrir says:
@XO: Yes sir.

CNS_Sodak says:
@XO: Aye sir

EO_Peon says:
@CSO: i Think we shall

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  Is the language utilizing the same syntax or something different?

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::nods:: *COM CEO*: This area has been above water for approximately one and a half millenia.

CSO_Joe says:
@::heads to one of the consoles::

Civ_Kayan says:
&FCO:  the planet is approx 4 billion years::

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Its seems completely different, different structure and sounds.

EO_Peon says:
::Goes to this large thing,; it seems to be a computer of some sort::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::looks thoughtful::

Host XoBryant says:
@*Com* Artemis:  Site to site Transport from current location to Vraylles, Egage!

CSO_Joe says:
@::pries open a side::

SO-MacMer says:
CEO:: Since Lyraka 5's inhabitants are apparently not related to the signal below us, they may not be a space faring race....

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Do you have a flashlight?

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::hears transporter locks start to beep::

EO_Peon says:
::Interfaces his tricorder with it::

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*:  Acknowledged, we are receiving telemetry from Lyraka V the language is on a different scale

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:Here,

CNS_Sodak says:
@::place hand on phaser just in case::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  the CSO sees flickering lights, circuits inside, lights flashing at an incredible rate of speed

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  Why then would the signal from the planet, signal ships to that planet?

CSO_Joe says:
@::notices alot of flickering lights::

CSO_Joe says:
@: Wow

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: I can only theorize that the two are unrelated events, perhaps widely separated in time.

Civ_Kayan says:
&::watches FCO::

CNS_Sodak says:
@::Looks around cautiously::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The hologram flickers and disappears, and the equipment in the room powers down.

EO_Peon says:
Anybody have a phaser? I m going to see if I can cut this open …

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Perhaps, the existence of the primitive specie on Lyraka 5 stopped the progression of the Lyraka 4 specie, just as it would us....

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  Query the probe and see if it can pickup any carbon dating, maybe we can disregard Lyraka V after all

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::examines pattern buffers::

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: What the heck happened?

CTOFenrir says:
@::Activates rist light::

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:I have no idea

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Roger sir, I will also query the away team.....

EO_Peon says:
Dose anyone have a phaser??

EO_Peon says:
Oh here is mine

SO-MacMer says:
::Activating mining survey program on probes on Lyraka 4::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::boosts patterns::

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Retrace your footsteps, see if either one of use did something wrong

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:Ok

SO-MacMer says:
*CSO*: CEO here is requesting carbon dating of the items you have found down there. Do you have any such information?

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  Correction, Not the AT the probe, the artifacts on Lyraka IV are only 1.5 millenia old...lets see what Lyraka V has

EO_Peon says:
@CSO::You may have damaged somthing when you opened that,

Host XoBryant says:
@*COM*CEO:  Mr. Ross?  Would you be so kind as to give us a site to site transport?

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Let's take a look

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: XO: What coordinates Sir?

EO_Peon says:
::Holds his flash light up::::  At that time

Host XoBryant says:
@*COM* CEO: we would like to join Lt. Vrayelle

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Sorry, Sir. I hesitate to further expose the probe on Lyraka 5. They may be a primitive, prespace culture and our probe intruding into their society may be a violation of the Prime Directive.

CEO_Ross says:
*COM*: XO Aye Sir...Standby...:Transport initiated;; beaming AT to Shuttle::

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: I took off the panel to see what was inside and that's when it all went off

Civ_Kayan says:
&::watches as people she does not know beams in::

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: What if I put it back on

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::works at transporter controls::

CTOFenrir materializes in shuttle (TRANSP~1.WAV)

Civ_Kayan says:
&::gets out of the way::

EO_Peon says:
@:::Holds his flashlight up:; at that time he notices the textures of that wall area was differnt to the textures of the others::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&ALL: Welcome back.

EO_Peon says:
@::hmm? might just be a age difference::

CSO_Joe says:
@::puts the panel back on the console::

CEO_Ross says:
SO: Very well, I stand corrected...Have the probe scan the water bodies for sentient life forms

CTOFenrir says:
&FCO: Hello agian.  How goes it up here?

Host Cheryl says:
Action:  The chamber remains powered down

Host XoBryant says:
&FCO: What have you found so far Lt?

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:What do you make of that wall area  ::Points to it::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::shows the XO the artifacts:: XO: Kayan found these items, approximately 400 years old.

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: Roger, SIr,

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: I don't know what to make of it

FCO_Vrayl says:
&XO: They are remnants of a post-industrial, pre-space age civilization.

CTOFenrir says:
@XO: You don't suppose that chamber is some observation post for aliens that were watching over other aliens who lived here?

SO-MacMer says:
::Programming probe to passively scan planet::

Host XoBryant says:
&CTO: so where did they go from here?

Civ_Kayan says:
&::looks at the man Vraylle is talking to and starts to head out of the shuttle::

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Do you think it's like a light switch?|

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:: if you look carefully you can make out that the textures of that wall differs than the others,,

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:I don’t know

CTOFenrir says:
&XO: Well, the aliens they were watching left, so the watchers left... i guess

EO_Peon says:
@::walks to the wall::

CSO_Joe says:
@:: heads to the wall::

CNS_Sodak says:
@XO: I can't seem to get the hologram off my mind.

Civ_Kayan says:
&::exits the shuttle and looks about::

EO_Peon says:
@CSO :no light switch::

CSO_Joe says:
@::scans the wall::

CNS_Sodak says:
<&>

Host XoBryant says:
&CNS: I agree with you counselor, what about it bothers you?

OPSRegnum says:
*XO* Did anyone get a recording of that hologram, I'd like to take a look at it if I may

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::listens with interest::

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Check if the wall is sending a signal

EO_Peon says:
::pulls out his tricorder::

Civ_Kayan says:
&::walk back toward the ravine::

CSO_Joe says:
@::scans for any signal::

CNS_Sodak says:
&XO: The hologram said the planet was purged. That bothers me somehow

EO_Peon says:
@::scans it::

Host XoBryant says:
&*OPS* I am sure that Peon got a copy of it, ask him to send it to you.

OPSRegnum says:
*EO_Peon* Regnum to Peon.

CTOFenrir says:
&ALL: Well, that chamber could take years to fully understand, i say we look for our answers somewhere else.  

EO_Peon says:
@CSO: Nothing,

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::breaks out a tricorder, scans artifacts for ancient weapon energy signatures::

CEO_Ross says:
SO: See if you can uplink Mr. Peon's holoimaging data to Mr. Regnum's console

CSO_Joe says:
@::mutters under his breath:: damn

Civ_Kayan says:
&::gathers some more artifacts and rock samples::

Host XoBryant says:
&Kayan: do you have an formal training as an archeologist or anthropologist?

EO_Peon says:
@*I hear you ,Regnum*  What is it?

CSO_Joe says:
@::tries pushing against it::

SO-MacMer says:
CEO: My scans of Lyraka 5 shows certain parallels to Earth's dawn of the space age. I suggest that we proceed on the basis that they might be able to sense our presence. We need to maintain a low profile with the planet....

OPSRegnum says:
*Peon* Did you record that hologram?  If so, I'd like you to transmit a copy to my console if you have a moment.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The wall doesn't budge

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:Why don't we fire at it with a phaser in its lowest setting??

Host XoBryant says:
&FCO: Where did the Civilian go?

EO_Peon says:
@*OPS*:yes. you will get it,

CEO_Ross says:
*COM* XO: Sir, the probe data from Lyraka V shows, so far that the two are not connected.  Mr. MacMer has signs of pre-space exploration civilization.

CSO_Joe says:
@::pulls his phaser::EO: Let's do it

FCO_Vrayl says:
&XO: Likely collecting more samples. I have noticed a certain....lack of military discipline....

EO_Peon says:
@:Pulls out his phaser to just in -case::

Host XoBryant says:
&FCO: would you please go find her for me?  Its not bad enough that I have to look out for ghosts now I am running a site seeing tour! ::::grumbles::::::

OPSRegnum says:
::uploads a copy of Peon's recording of the hologram::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::taps com badge:: CIV: Lt. Vraylle to Kayan...

CSO_Joe says:
@::puts phaser at lowest setting::

EO_Peon says:
@CSO: when you are ready>

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: Fire

Civ_Kayan says:
&::sighs at hearing Vraylles tone::  FCO:  yes sir?

CSO_Joe says:
@::fires phaser::

EO_Peon says:
@::fires his phaser::

OPSRegnum says:
CEO: Permission to leave the bridge for Holodeck 2, I'd like to analyze that Hologram with a little more detail.

FCO_Vrayl says:
&*CIV*: Please return to the shuttle. The XO would like to ask you some questions.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The phasers are unable to cut into the wall

CEO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well, see what you can find Mr. Regnum!

CTOFenrir says:
&::Sits in a chair on the shuttle::

SO-MacMer says:
::Noting the upload by OPS, using it to compare to visuals of beings on Lyraka 5 and with data bank species of language groups similar to Lyraka 4's signal::

Civ_Kayan says:
&*FCO*:  yes sir  ::returns to the shuttle with her collection::

OPSRegnum says:
::enters the turbolift::Computer: Holodeck 2

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: We've got to find a way to turn everything on again

Civ_Kayan says:
&::enters the shuttle and looks around for whoever is the XO::

FCO_Vrayl says:
&::nods to XO::

EO_Peon says:
::sets his phaser on a medium setting::

CTOFenrir says:
&::Has a headache::

Civ_Kayan says:
&::looks at the XO::  XO:  you wanted me sir?

CSO_Joe says:
@EO: I don't think a phaser's going to do it

Host XoBryant says:
&::::glares at the civilian::::Civ: thank you so much for Joining us!

OPSRegnum says:
::enters holodeck 2 and pulls up the recording, starts watching intently::

CEO_Ross says:
SO:  Mr. MacMer, the idea of the Organians come to mind here, do you think it possible we are dealing with a like civilization?

EO_Peon says:
@CSO:Your probly right.

Civ_Kayan says:
&::looks at XO with indignant expression::

Host XoBryant says:
&Civ: If you would please from now on refrain from wandering off?

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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